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Abstract

Objective: To understand the extent and nature of the available research on gastric modulation of food reward, olfaction, and taste in people with obesity or those who have undergone bariatric surgery.

Introduction: Bariatric surgery-induced weight loss is partially attributed to shifts in food preferences resulting from alterations in sensory perceptions and changes in reward system. The stomach’s innervation and mechanical function have been theorized to play a significant role in these modifications, as suggested by numerous preclinical studies. However, the extent and nature of these connections in clinical settings require further elucidation.

Inclusion criteria: This review will examine studies on the influence of gastric innervation and/or mechanical function on food reward, olfaction, and taste. Selected studies will include participants of all ages with obesity or bariatric surgery. Both observational studies and controlled experiments will be considered, while study protocols, opinion articles, letters to the editor, book chapters, oral communication or poster abstracts and systematic reviews will be excluded.

Methods: The search will be undertaken in MEDLINE, Embase, PsycINFO, CINAHL, Web of Science, Google Scholar, and gray literature. No date parameters will be set, and all languages will be considered. Citations will be uploaded into EndNote 20.0 and duplicates removed using Covidence. The remaining studies will be analyzed by 3 reviewers using a two-stage procedure with the ASReview python package. The full-text screening and the data extraction will be conducted by 2 reviewers on Covidence. An additional reviewer will be consulted in the event of disagreement. Tabulated results will be accompanied by a narrative summary.
Introduction

Obesity is a global public health problem, partly attributed to the dysregulation of eating behavior. Among other things, it is associated with impairment in both the homeostatic and hedonic control of food intake. While bariatric surgery is recognized as the most effective treatment for obesity, it still results in weight failure (i.e., no weight loss or weight regain) in 20 to 30% of cases at 10 years. Weight loss, however, is not solely driven by a reduction in food intake due to decreased gastric volume. It is also linked to shifts in food preferences caused by alterations in sensory perceptions, and remodeling of reward circuit. Moreover, our research team has shown that the dietary preferences of patients with weight failure differ from those who have achieved successful post-operative outcomes. These findings suggest that the variances observed in weight loss trajectories may be partially attributed to the diversity of responses of food intake control mechanisms.

Beyond its impacts on the hedonic regulation of food intake, bariatric surgery also deeply impacts the intestine-brain axis. It is hypothesized to normalize the composition of the intestinal microbiota and the secretion of digestive hormones, both of which are altered in people with obesity. Furthermore, these changes seem to correlate positively with post-operative weight loss. Similarly, increased blood levels of the gut hormones glicentin and oxyntomodulin are thought to be associated with changes in food preferences, and the digestive hormone GLP-1 has been suggested as a key factor in the perception of sweetness. Gut hormones and microbiota have been extensively investigated in the context of their significance in obesity and bariatric surgeries.

Nonetheless, other mechanisms may be involved, such as gastric motor functions and innervations. The association between some of the gut hormones and the brain may be mediated by the vagus nerve, responsible for visceral interoception. It connects the digestive system, notably the stomach or intestine and their mechano- and chemoreceptors, to the brain via the nucleus of the tractus solitarius. This nucleus also receives afferents from the facial and glossopharyngeal nerves, responsible for taste sensitivity. Indeed, acute stimulation of the vagus nerve in depressed subjects seems to lead to an increase in the perceived intensity of sweet taste. Paradoxically, the same study suggests that this stimulation also leads to an increase in detection thresholds for sour, sour and bitter tastes. In addition, vagus nerve stimulation would increase olfactory discrimination scores in healthy subjects, in line with the results obtained by Garcia-Diaz in 1984, who showed that acute stimulation of the vagus nerve increased electrical activity in the olfactory bulbs of rats. Also, chronic stimulation of the vagus nerve in obese guinea pigs has been shown to modify food preferences, notably by reducing consumption of sweet foods. Its chronic stimulation in obese guinea pigs induces changes in food preferences, including a reduction in the consumption of sweet foods. It also increases dopamine secretion and influences food preferences in mice. Regarding human studies, it has been shown that an acute stimulation of the vagus nerve in healthy subjects increases food reward seeking. Iatridi et al. showed in 2011 that women who liked sweet tastes had higher interoceptive capacity than those who did not. Notably, interoceptive abilities are positively associated with vagal tone. These results could partly explain the positive impact of this stimulation on the weight of obese rats and guinea pigs.

In humans, low vagal tone has been linked to obesity, while reduced interoceptive capacity has been associated with higher BMI. Figure 1 provides a summary of the connections between the vagus nerve and the stomach.

Bariatric surgery, particularly sleeve gastrectomy and Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, impact the vagus nerve by modifying its structure. Hence, it is imperative to elucidate the ramifications of this vagal restructuring on the homeostatic and hedonic mechanisms that influence food
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choices and their interactions. Finally, understanding their links with post-operative weight loss could promote the success of future surgery.

However, if literature is available regarding the interaction between the gut and the reward systems, it focuses on animal studies. To our knowledge, no current reviews encompass both gut innervation and motility simultaneously, nor do they consider food reward, olfaction, and taste within the same review. Furthermore, these mechanisms altogether have been insufficiently studied in the context of obesity. Therefore, conducting a scoping review in this domain would provide a comprehensive overview of current knowledge and help to identify the gaps to fill in future studies.

The primary objective of this scoping review is to systematically examine and map the existing literature on gastric modulation of food reward and preference, olfaction, and taste in people with obesity or those who have undergone bariatric surgery. Specifically, it will examine i) mechanisms related to gastric innervation encompassing both sympathetic (i.e., splanchnic nerve), and parasympathetic (i.e., vagus nerve) innervation; and ii) mechanisms related to gastric satiation, dilatation and emptying. A secondary aim of this review will be to determine whether bariatric surgery can have an impact on these mechanisms. Lastly, we will summarize the tools used in the reviewed literature for assessing reward, olfaction, and taste. Based on the findings of this scoping review, we will identify gaps in the evidence for future research and may undertake a subsequent systematic review with quantitative synthesis (e.g., investigating aspects such as the impact of vagal nerve modulation on food preferences).

**Review question**

What is the extent and nature of the available research literature related to gastric modulation of food reward, olfaction and taste in people who have obesity?

- Which mechanisms related to gastric innervation impact on food reward, olfaction, and taste have been studied in human studies on obesity?
- What published literature exists regarding gastric mobility, dilatation, and emptying on food reward, olfaction, and taste.
- What level of investigation exists regarding bariatric surgery’s impact on these mechanisms?
- Which tools and outcome measures have been used to explore the gastric modulation of food reward, olfaction, and taste?

**Keywords**

Obesity; food reward; sensory perceptions; food preferences; gut-brain axis; vagus nerve; bariatric surgery.

**Eligibility criteria**

**Participants**

Articles including participants of any age and with obesity (Body Mass Index $\geq 30$ kg.m$^{-2}$) will be included in this review as well as participants who underwent bariatric surgery (e.g., sleeve gastrectomy, Roux-en-Y Bypass or Biliopancreatic derivation).
Concept

This review will examine studies on food reward, olfaction, and taste, whether these concepts were studied together or separately in studies.

Food intake is partly driven by food reward, which can be conceptualized as a system that assigns a hedonic value to food and generates motivation for food intake. Food reward intersects external inputs from the sensory aspects of food and internal signals from tissues, nutrients, and hormones from the gastrointestinal tract to guide eating behavior. Rather than a unitary construct, food reward consists of distinct subcomponents, which remains a subject of controversy. For the purposes of this review, we will categorize food reward in a two dimensions model: Incentive Salience or Wanting (effort-based food-directed behavior), and Hedonic Evaluation or Liking (palatability, food preference). A variety of methods have been used to measure food reward. The most common measure of food reward is food liking, food wanting (e.g., implicit, and explicit wanting) and self-reported desire to eat a specific food. Mostly self-reported tools are used such as visual analog scales (VAS). In addition, more advanced questionnaires or computerized tasks can also be used (e.g., visual-probe task, forced choice tasks, or implicit association task). Although not a direct measure of food reward, food choices and preferences are commonly used as an indicator of variation in food reward. Food preferences include the qualitative evaluation of foods, and quantitative food preference measurements (e.g., food preferences or frequency questionnaires).

Olfaction is defined at a peripheral level as “olfaction sensitivity,” where an odor is detected above a certain threshold that is specific to each individual. At a central level, olfaction gathers “indicators of olfactory performances” with odors identification abilities, and “odors perceptual ratings” with subjective characterizations of smells (intensity, familiarity, edibility). The hedonic aspect of olfactory perception is described by the perceived pleasantness of an odor. Similarly, to olfaction, taste corresponds to “gustatory sensitivity,” where a taste is detected above a certain threshold that is specific to each individual. It also brings together “indicators of gustatory performances” with taste identification abilities, and “tastes perceptual ratings” with subjective perceptions of tastes (intensity, familiarity). The hedonic aspect of gustatory perception is described by the perceived pleasantness of taste.

Context

This scoping review will include studies that explored the modulation or control of food reward, olfaction, and taste by the stomach. The stomach is a complex organ with mechanical and endocrine functions. The stomach’s four key digestive functions are reservoir function, acid secretion, enzyme secretion and involvement in gastrointestinal motility. The stomach’s reservoir capacity (around 1 to 2 liters) allows its volume to increase, while internal pressure increases modestly (i.e., gastric interoception). Stomach contraction and relaxation are partly mediated by a vasovagal response. Enteroendocrine hormones have pleiotropic effects in both central and peripheral systems involved in energy homeostasis and obesity regulation. As many reviews have already been conducted regarding hormonal modulation and even if endocrine functions were of major interest, we decided to focus on gastric mechanical functions and gastric innervation, since we believe these components are less known.

Observational studies, as well as controlled experiments will be considered. This scoping review will include studies conducted in all countries and territories. Information about the location of each study will be integrated in the data extraction and the findings will be presented by continents or relevant geographic regions. Only studies in humans will be considered.
Types of Sources

This scoping review will consider peer-reviewed quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods study designs, and relevant gray literature if it meets the inclusion criteria. Observational studies including prospective and retrospective cohort studies, case-control studies and cross-sectional studies will be considered for inclusion.

The review will exclude study protocols, opinion articles, letters to the editor, book chapters, oral or poster abstracts, and systematic reviews. All sources that are included in the review will have their references examined for other potential studies to include.

Methods

The proposed scoping review will be conducted in accordance with the JBI methodology for scoping reviews. This scoping review project’s protocol was first registered in The Open Science Framework (OSG) website on 2023/09/18. All materials, including the original protocol, revised protocol, and database search results, will be accessible through OSF registration website (https://osf.io/).

Search strategy

The development of the three-stage research strategy will follow JBI’s recommendations. Step 1, the research team will identify a series of terms that will be used to launch an initial search in PubMed. Using data mining software (PubReMiner v1.31), an analysis of the words contained in the titles and abstracts of the articles, as well as the indexing terms, will follow.

The final search strategy will be formulated according to PCC elements: population, concepts, and context. In our research, the target population is people suffering from obesity (BMI ≥ 30 kg.m-2) and people who had undergone bariatric surgery (e.g., Obesity OR Bariatric Surgery OR Sleeve Gastrectomy OR Roux-en-Y Bypass). Our concept of interest in this review is food reward (e.g., Feeding Behavior OR Food Preferences OR Food Reward OR Liking OR Wanting OR Olfaction OR Olfactory OR Taste OR Gustatory). Finally, the last concept will focus on gastric related terms (Gastr* OR Stomach-OR Gastric Dilatation OR Interoception).

In step 2, the final search strategy will be adapted and performed in the following databases: Medline (Ovid), Embase, (Embase.com), CINAHL (EBSCO), PsycInfo (Ovid) and Web of Science. In addition, Google Scholar search engine and Hal Documentation (https://hal.science/) will be searched to retrieve gray literature. No restrictions will be set to ensure no relevant sources are missed. All languages will be included to reduce the risk of missing relevant sources. Languages other than English will be translated by colleagues who are fluent in the language or through Google Translate or DeepL. A draft Medline search strategy can be found in Appendix 1.

In step 3, reference lists of all included articles will be screened to identify additional relevant articles. If key authors publishing on the review topics are identified, a specific search will be conducted on these authors.

Study/Source of Evidence Selection

Following the search, all identified citations will be collated and uploaded into EndNote 20.0 (Clarivate Analytics, PA, USA) and duplicates removed using Covidence. The remaining
studies will be analyzed using a two-stage procedure with the ASReview Lab v1.2.1 python package \(^{30}\).

In the first stage, screening will be conducted independently on titles and abstracts by two coders (NR and CB) with an AI-assistant tool, ASReview, which adopted Natural Language Processing technique \(^{30}\). At the beginning, abstracts will be randomly selected to train the two coders. A coder could end the screening if ASReview yielded 1% of the total number of abstract continuous irrelevant abstracts (with a minimum of 10% of total abstracts screened).

The first round of screening will use default ASReview parameters (i.e., Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency, TF-IDF as feature extraction technique and Naive Bayes as classifier) and each reviewer will use a different set of records as prior knowledge. The consistency of the two coders’ decisions had to exceed 75\% \(^{31}\). Another round of screening for training purposes will be considered if the first consistency is not satisfied. As the best active learning criterion remains controversial, we will provide a more heuristic approach by using a ‘switching strategy’. To do so, a third reviewer (SI) will proceed to a new screening round using a more advanced and intense computational model active learning model (Doc2Vec as feature extraction technique and the fully connected neural network with 2 hidden layers as classifier). The 20 relevant and 20 irrelevant abstracts labeled in the first screening round as prior knowledge set. Same stopping criterion will be used.

The second stage focuses on the full-text screening and will be conducted on Covidence. Like the abstract screening, according to JBI Manual for Evidence Synthesis, a pilot training procedure is recommended before the formal full-text screening \(^{31}\). Inclusive/exclusive decisions in the pilot stage of two coders will be compared until a 90% agreement rate is obtained. The final consistency between the two coders will be reported. Reasons for exclusion of sources of evidence at full text that do not meet the inclusion criteria will be recorded and reported in the scoping review. Any disagreements that arise between the reviewers at each stage of the selection process will be resolved through discussion, or with an additional reviewer (SI or JAN experts in obesity and food reward). The results of the search and the study inclusion process will be reported in full in the final scoping review and presented in a Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis extension for scoping review (PRISMA-ScR) flow diagram \(^{32}\).

**Data Extraction**

Data will be extracted from papers included in the scoping review by two independent reviewers using Covidence as a data extraction tool. The data extracted will include specific details about the participants, concept, context, study methods and key findings relevant to the review questions.

A draft extraction form is provided (see Appendix II). Two independent reviewers will pilot test the data extraction tool using 10 sources that will include a mix of original research, reviews, editorial papers, opinion papers, and gray literature. The draft data extraction tool will be modified and revised as necessary during the process of extracting data from each included evidence source. Modifications will be detailed in the scoping review. Any disagreements that arise between the reviewers will be resolved through discussion with an additional reviewer (SI). If appropriate, authors of papers will be contacted (a maximum of twice) to request missing or additional data, where required.
The data presentation will be based on JBI scoping review guidelines. The forthcoming presentation of the scoping review's outcomes will be structured into xx distinct sections. The first section will provide detailed reporting of the search strategy results, the selection process and the characteristics of the excluded studies, clarified with the help of a visually intuitive flowchart. The following 3 sections will present in a narrative format, as well as in synthetic tabular format, the results for olfaction, taste, and food reward in people with obesity. As results for the bariatric population are expected to be scarcer, the three dimensions (i.e., olfaction, taste, and reward) will be merged into a fourth section devoted to this population. A fifth section will then focus on a narrative presentation of the assessment tools or methods used to explore olfaction, taste, and reward. Finally, we will discuss the overall results and perspectives resulting from this work.

Moreover, comprehensive data set will be presented in a tabular format, following the extraction form presented in Annex II. Tables will be available for each dimension studied: taste, olfaction, reward, and for both obesity and bariatric surgery population. Tables will be provided in the supplementary materials to avoid overloading the article.
Appendices

Appendix I: Databases search strategy (draft)

Medline (Ovid)

Date of the search: XX-XX-2023

Database limit: XX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Search strategy</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>exp Obesity/ OR Obesity.ti,ab,kw,kf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>exp Bariatric Surgery/ OR Biliopancreatic Diversion/ OR Gastrectomy/ OR ((Bariatric? OR Metabolic) adj2 (Surg* OR Operation? OR Procedure??)).ti,ab,kw,kf OR ((biliopancreatic OR &quot;bilio-pancreatic&quot; OR Gastro* OR gastric OR Intestin* OR Jejun* OR stomach OR ileojejunal OR &quot;ileo-jejunal&quot;) adj2 (diversion? OR Bypass* OR Surg* OR derivation OR bypass*)).ti,ab,kw,kf OR Roux-en-y.ti,ab,kw,kf OR Scopinaro.ti,ab,kw,kf OR ((gastric OR stomach OR surger* OR procedure? OR vertical) adj1 band*).ti,ab,kw,kf OR (sleeve adj1 (gastrectomy OR gastric OR Surg* OR Operation? OR Procedure??)).ti,ab,kw,kf OR Gastroplast*.ti,ab,kw,kf OR &quot;gastro-plast&quot;.ti,ab,kw,kf OR &quot;duodenal switch&quot;.ti,ab,kw,kf OR Gastrectom*.ti,ab,kw,kf OR gastroresection.ti,ab,kw,kf OR hemigastrectomy.ti,ab,kw,kf OR &quot;gastric resection&quot;.ti,ab,kw,kf OR (stomach adj1 (extirpation OR resection OR transection)).ti,ab,kw,kf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 OR 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Feeding Behavior/ OR Eating/ OR Food Preferences/ OR Appetite Regulation/ OR ((Diet? OR Feeding OR food OR Eating OR Nutrition) adj1 (Behavior? OR Habit? OR Pattern? OR preference? OR intake OR choice? OR Reward OR liking OR wanting OR selection)).ti,ab,kw,kf OR palatability.ti,ab,kw,kf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Smell/ OR olfacti*.ti,ab,kw,kf OR olfacto*.ti,ab,kw,kf OR smell*.ti,ab,kw,kf OR odor?.ti,ab,kw,kf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>exp Taste/ OR Taste Perception/ OR Tast*.ti,ab,kw,kf OR gustation.ti,ab,kw,kf OR gustatory.ti,ab,kw,kf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4 OR 5 OR 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Stomach/ OR Vagus Nerve/ OR Spinal Nerves/ OR exp Satiation/ OR Gastrointestinal Motility/ OR Gastric Emptying/ OR Gastrointestinal Transit/ OR Gastric Dilatation/ OR satiation?.ti,ab,kw,kf OR satiety.ti,ab,kw,kf OR ((intestinal OR Gastrointestinal) adj2 (Motility* OR Transit??)).ti,ab,kw,kf OR (Gastric adj2 (Dilation OR Emptying??)).ti,ab,kw,kf OR Stomach?.ti,ab,kw,kf OR ((vagus OR vagal OR Spinal) adj2 nerv*).ti,ab,kw,kf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3 AND 7 AND 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>9 NOT (Animals/ NOT humans/)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix II: Data extraction instrument

General information:
- Author (year)
- Publication type/source (e.g., journal, thesis)
- Country
- Research design
- Study aims / objectives
- Population / Participants
- Specific inclusion / exclusion criteria

Population of the study:
- Numbers of participants (n)
- Male – Female (%)
- Time of menstrual cycle
- Age (years)
- Type 2 Diabetes (%)
- BMI (kg/m²)
- Waist circumference (cm)
- Waist/Hip ratio
- Visceral fat mass (kg or %)
- Subcutaneous fat mass (kg)
- Total fat mass (kg)

In addition, for bariatric surgery:
- Type of surgery (sleeve gastrectomy, Roux-en-Y gastric bypass, biliopancreatic diversion)
- Time after intervention (months)
- BMI before the surgery (kg/m²)
- Weight loss outcome (e.g., %EWL, %TWL)
- Lowest BMI since surgery (kg/m²)

Intervention and outcomes:
- Intervention type (if any)
- Outcome measure
- Methodology
- Taste: taste modality (sweet, salty, sour, bitter, umami etc.); stimuli and concentration (sucrose, quinine etc.); and gustatory function (detection, identification, intensity, pleasantness etc.)
- Olfaction: olfactory function (detection, identification, intensity, pleasantness etc.) and methods (Sniffin Sticks, ETOC (European Tests of OlfactoryCapabilities) etc.)
- Reward: type of reward measure, other measure (food frequency questionnaires, 24h recall etc.)
- Key results
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